
CONTAINS ESSENTIAL SUPPLEMENTS
NUCLEOTIDES • MOS

UNIFORM GROWTH
REDUCE GENERAL MORTALITY,

RAPID RECOVERY FROM STRESS
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Today, the CAV incidence is a regular threat to 
poultry industry. The CAV can spread vertically 
and horizontally. The affected birds are prone to 
secondary infection. This affects the growth of the 
bird. It becomes difficult to maintain uniform weight 
gain in the chicks. Due to various challenges mortality 
at chick stage and even in later stage remains a big 
threat in poultry production.

Secondary infections due to virus outbreaks is responsible 
for poor production and increased mortality. MOS with 
Nucleotides combination works to maintain uniform weight 
gain and to control mortality in chick stage.

Nucleotides are the building blocks of DNA and RNA. By 
supplementing the feed with Nucleotides reduces the time for the 
cell proliferation in early growth stage. 

MOS, which contains Beta-glucan keeps the gut healthy and 
removes the pathogens from the gut. Thus the chances of secondary 
infection are minimized.

Nucleotides + MOS is very effective combination to improve the overall 
immunity of the bird. Because of which the general mortality reduces.

Virus · outbreak, bacterial infection, environmental stress lead to loss in 
Poultry. In such difficult condition, adding NUCLEOMOS to feed help to 
achieve uniform weight in grower stage, control mortality and productivity loss, 
at all stages of poultry production 

Direction for use: 
Carefully mix in the feed all the content of this bag Do not leave the bag open after 
use. Being hygroscopic, prolonged exposure to air may solidify the product.

Feeding Recommendation:
Breeder birds: 1 kg per tonne of feed
Layer birds: 500 g per tonne of feed
Chicks: 1 kg per tonne of feed
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